The propagation of uncertainties, when the International Temperature Scale of 1990 (ITS-90) is used by a standard platinum resistance thermometer (SPRT) calibrated at defining fixed points (DFP), can be solved by applying several approaches. The article presents an analysis of contribution of covariance between resistances of SPRT at the defining fixed points (DFP). Its effect on temperature measured by calibrated SPRT is demonstrated by using real calibration data.
is the resistance of the SPRT at the temperature T 90 and R TPW is its resistance at the temperature of triple point of water (273.16 K). The determination of SPRT uncertainties is based on the ISO Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [2] . The various aspects of determination of uncertainties, when measuring temperature T 90 by the calibrated SPRT, have been discussed in many publications. Solid models for both the identification and evaluation of typical uncertainty sources have been presented and they are routinely used by the SPRT users. When determining T 90, one of uncertainty sources, is the calibration of SPRT itself. The uncertainties of SPRT resistance at defining fixed points temperatures are propagated through interpolation equations of ITS-90 and contribute to the uncertainty of T 90 . Moreover, the determination of R TPW value for SPRT calibration/use also affects the result of measurement.
White [4] , Mayer and Ripple [6] investigated several cases of R TPW determination for SPRT calibration and use, but the covariance between resistances of the SPRT at the DFPs (R DFPi ) was not included (except the covariance between R TPW ). In this paper we present models for calculating the SPRT calibration contribution to the uncertainty of temperature T 90 measured by the calibrated SPRT (u(T 90 )) between fixed points, when covariance between R DFPi is included.
We discuss the subrange of ITS-90 from 0 °C up to 660 °C. In this subrange, the SPRT is calibrated at the triple point of water, freezing point of tin, freezing point of zinc, and freezing point of aluminum [1] . The effect of covariance between R DFPi is demonstrated by using the real calibration data.
CONTRIBUTION OF SPRT CALIBRATION TO U(T 90 )
Temperature T 90 is defined by the SPRT reference function. For the range from 0 °C up to 961 °C it is: 
∆W(T 90 ) is determined from the SPRT calibration.
The values of resistances R DFPi , their uncertainties u(R DFPi ), and covariance between them u(R DFPi , R DFPj ) are evaluated as a result of the SPRT calibration. Temperature T 90 is evaluated from the inverse function to the reference function (1 
Regarding the equation (2), u(W r (T 90 )) is given by In the equations [7, 10] we presented a method for evaluating the SPRT calibration, when covariance between R DFPi is included, and a method for evaluating the calibration contribution to uncertainty of T 90 which is measured by the calibrated SPRT. The presented method was based on coefficients of the deviation function. In this article we present methods based on SPRT resistance ratios W DFPi and resistances R DFPi .
Regarding the equation (5) [6] would be used to calculate these derivations. Sensitivity coefficients would be evaluated also by using the Lagrange polynominal, as demonstrated at [3, 5] . 
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where u(R TPW , W DFPi )
A substitution of u(W(T 90 )) from the equation (7), when index "i" is replaced by (T 90 
The uncertainties and covariance in the equation (11) are, except for u(R TPW , R DFPi ) and u(R TPW , R TPWi ), determined in the SPRT calibration. The three different cases of u(R TPW , R DFPi ) and u(R TPW , R TPWi ) are described below. a) R TPW used for the SPRT calibration and R TPW used for the determination of T 90 (measurement) are determined from the independent no correlated measurements and also all the R DFPi are determined from the independent no correlated measurements, i.e. u(
This is a rather theoretical case, because correlations between R DFPi always exist.
b1) All the R TPWi are from the single calibration of SPRT at TPW and R DFPi are not correlated, i.e. u(R TPW , 
c1) one of R TPW is used for the calibration (denoted as R TPW, cal ) and the other one for the measuring of T 90 . R DFPi are not 
CALCULATIONS AND SUMMARY
The presented model was used with the real SPRT calibration data (calibration was performed at the Slovak Institute of Metrology). The calibration data are shown in the Tab.1, Tab.2, Tab.3, Tab.4, and Tab.5. The considered uncertainty sources are:
-purity of the DFP substance /column 1 at Tab.3, Tab.4 and Tab.5/ -hydrostatic pressure /column 2/ -self-heating of SPRT /column 3/ -perturbing heat exchanges between the both sensor and surrounding parts different in temperature from the liquid-solid phase change /column 4/ -gas pressure in the cell /column 5/ -choice of fixed point value /column 6/ -isotopic composition (only for TPW) /column 7/ -residual gas pressure at the TPW cell /column 8/ -resistance of standard resistor /column 9/ -nonlinearity of resistance bridge /column 10/ -calibration of the standard resistance /column 11/ We assess the effect of covariance from various origins to uncertainty of temperature T 90 . Individual contributions of terms of the equation (5) (or (11), (14)) to standard uncertainty, when u(R(T 90 )) is not included, are shown in the Fig.2 . Fig.3 demonstrates the effect of covariance between R DFPi to u(T 90 ). As we can see, it should not be neglected. 
